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ORIGINAL RESEARCH ARTICLE

Prediction of Periodic Centerline Porosity and Pulse
Marks by CFD and Experimentation for Continuously
Cast Copper

THOMAS D.A. JONES, RICHARD STRACHAN, KYLE RUSSELL,
MUSTAFE ABDULLAH, DAVID M. MACKIE, MERVYN COOPER, BRIAN FRAME,
and JAN B. VORSTIUS

For 8 mm OFCu rod, the formation of pulse mark defects on the exterior of the rod and
periodic macroporosity (> 1 mm diameter pores) occurring internally along the centerline of the
castings have been observed and noted to limit the maximum attainable withdrawal rates
(~ 4 m/s). Conversely, the same casting defects have been witnessed for slower rates; therefore,
investigations were performed to investigate how the casting motions (withdrawal, dwell, and
pushback) formed these defects and could be prevented. Characterization of the physical
properties of the cast rods by tensile testing and analysis by optical and computed tomography
(CT) imaging revealed correlations to the outer pitch length marks on the rods and confirmed
relationships to casting motions and pitch lengths evaluated from metallurgical equations.
Computational fluid dynamic modeling using Ansys Fluent v.R1 was applied to quantify the
localized formation and dissipation of periodic hotspots internally within the die for the
different motions. A mechanism leading to periodic porosity was identified, which was
irrespective of the average casting withdrawal rates and enabled prediction of the location,
frequency, and magnitude of the macroporosity defect.

https://doi.org/10.1007/s11663-022-02704-1
� The Author(s) 2022

I. INTRODUCTION

THE production of large volumes of Cu alloys
benefits from a vertical upward continuous casting
(VUCC) process,[1] specifically the casting of oxy-
gen-free Cu metal (< 0.001 pct) (OFCu), which is used
in applications related to conductive wiring, electric
motor brazing, and particle accelerators, owing to the
high use of oxygen-scavenging graphite materials
applied within the crucible/dies.[1] However, the VUCC
process output is limited due to the occurrence of
external and internal defects generated within the

casting setup, such that the casting motions applied
display a maximum throughput after which successful
casting is limited (4 m/s for OFCu 8 mm wire).[1]

Considerable research has been made into the influ-
ence of continuous casting (CC) motions on the forma-
tion of casting defects.[2–6] For CC, the typical motions
comprise of a continuous withdrawal (out of the casting
setup), a pause (dwell), or pushback (into the crucible/
melt) coinciding with a remelt.[3,7–9] CC may include a
variety or combination of these motions, which are
repetitive and can be referred to as a pulse sequence.[1]

External defects, such as pulse marks, appear as notches
on the outer periphery of a directionally cast billet/wire
and are witnessed in most CC alloy systems. They are
formed as a result of the withdrawal motions and, if
severe, can lead to cracking and unwanted particle
entrapment.[2] Within the author’s previous work, pulse
mark formation was noted on VUCC aluminum-bronze
(Cu89wt pctAl10wt pctFe1wt pct), where the inclusion of
pushback motion produced shallower marks,[10]

enabling reduced fracturing and higher tensile loads.
CC motions also influence internal defects produced

within cast alloys such as pore cavities in the solidified
cast piece, alternatively referred to as porosity or
blowholes dependent on their appearance and formation
mechanisms. The formation of macroscale (0.5 mm
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scale) internal pore defects occurs for an increase of
average CC velocity,[11,12] which imparts a limiting value
to the maximum velocities attainable from a casting rig
and thus its throughput. Within CC Cu alloys, similar
defects are also present limiting maximum velocities;[13]

however, for VUCC OFCu, porosity was also observed
by the authors at lower speeds than the accepted
maximum (4 m/s for 8 mm rod) and was attributed to
the length of the casting motion (stroke length), where
shorter casting motions led to smaller pore sizes and
higher quality casting, independent of the average
withdrawal velocity.

The porosity of OFCu additionally showed periodic-
ity in its occurrence along the center longitudinal
direction; however, periodic central porosity is sparsely
reported in the literature. A study of CC steel billets[14]

highlighted a periodic appearance of internal centerline
cavities and showed a small, weak correlation between
pore periodicity and average casting speed; and other
recent studies[15] concluded further work was needed to
identify the influence of average withdrawal velocity on
centerline deformation formation, which this work shall
address.

Centerline porosity occurring along the middle of the
casting is associated with localized hotspot regions
which are the last positions to solidify within a cast
piece and lead to the formation of pores due to
insufficient replenishment of fluid during solidification,
the gasses within the spot, and thermal contraction of
the outer encasing solid shell.[16] The identification of
hotsport regions can provide information on pore
occurrence[17,18] which typically occur in the center of
short-freezing range alloys,[19] such as OFCu. Physical
in situ monitoring of thermal effects inside the die can be
performed to identify hotspots by the drilling of
thermal-couple sensors into the casting die to monitor
temperature during CC,[20] or by the use of computed
tomography(CT) during CC to monitor the solidifica-
tion front[21–23]; however, both techniques are costly in
their setup and may interfere with the casting process
due to drilling into the die.

An alternative method is to apply computer modeling
to predict the casting behavior and to identify hotspots,
which can negate the need for a costly experimental
setup.[1] Computational fluid dynamic (CFD) modeling
provides prediction of heat and solidification during
casting.[1] Recent CFD work by the authors[1,24] high-
lighted the validation and verification of a finite-volume
model developed in commercial software Ansys Fluent
and indicated its use for predicting the influence of
casting motions on 8 mm VUCC OFCu solidification.

Using this model on 8 mm diameter VUCC OFCu,
investigations shall be made of (a) the influence of the
different casting motions (withdrawal, pushback, dwell)
on the occurrence and magnitude of periodic macroscale
centerline porosity; (b) how the occurrence and magni-
tude of pulse mark defects produced on the outside of
OFCu changes in response to motion; and (c) if the
CFD model can provide original insight into the heat
transport behavior which can be used to predict the
maximal casting motions. Physical casting trials shall be
performed to validate the simulated model, and

measurements of pulse marks and pores will be obtained
from optical microscopy and CT scanning. The physical
changes of the rod are characterized from tensile
investigations.
The presented work highlighted the formation of

periodic, interior macroscale pores of differing size,
which were minimized by reducing the magnitude of the
hotspots generated by applying a specific sequence of
casting motions. The occurrence of exterior pulse marks
defects was proportional to casting motions and their
formation was predictable from metallurgical equa-
tions,[4] as further verified in this work. The work details
that from CFD modeling, further understanding was
provided into the influence of casting motions on the
generation of hotspot regions within the solidified
region, whose appearance, frequency, and size corre-
lated to physical measurements of centerline macrop-
orosity and cast performance.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Simulation Setup and Verification

Ansys Fluent v.R1 simulation was setup as outlined
within Figure 1. In (a), a 2-D symmetrical approxima-
tion of the VUCC setup (highlighted in b), showing the
die immersed to a standard depth within the OFCu melt,
is shown. A symmetric design was chosen, modified
from simulation 2 within.[1] For further details of setup
including equations, mesh grid convergence verification,
material values, boundary conditions, and transient time
step settings, refer to online supplemental material
section A.

B. Simulation Validation

The CFD model developed within Ansys Fluent was
validated against thermal measurements obtained within
the die in Reference 20 and highlighted a (± 10 pct)
agreement with measured values, see supplemental
section A4.
The simulation of VUCC solidification fronts using

Ansys was validated for changes in casting motions
(upwards, dwell and pushback), within[1,25] by compar-
ing simulated SF with the imprint made on the grain
growth directions of the solidifying OFCu. The grain
growth direction occurs tangential to the thermal
isotherms (the SF) within a solidifying configuration[26]

and so, the simulated change in SF motions in response
to casting motions was correlated to the notable imprints
on the measured grain growth orientations of casting
trials in,[1] additionally, the heat values simulated by
CFD were used as boundary conditions within the
author’s phase-field simulation work, which also con-
firmed predictions to grain growth directions.[25]

Together, these confirmed and validated the CFD
technique for approximating the changes to SF shape
for different speeds.
Lastly, values for the heat transfer coefficient were

compared within this work with previous work by the
authors[1] and measurements, see Section III–D.
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C. Casting and Sample Analysis

Casting trials of settings outlined in Figure 2 were
performed on 8 mm diameter OFCu in a VUCC
machine by the authors at Rautomead Ltd (Figure 1b),
and a length of rod was sampled for analysis. The
motions chosen were selected to highlight different
average cast velocities, different dwell periods, with-
drawals, and pushback motions. Setting c was chosen as
this approximated the maximal attainable casting rate
with this configuration along with producing no casting
defects. Settings a, b & d were also selected due to the
centerline pores observed in their casting, prior to this
work. Engineering stress strain analysis measurements
of five samples of each setting were performed using an
Instron 4202 tensile tester, which is a displacement-con-
trolled operation of up to 50 kN load and with an
inbuilt travel extensometer. The samples were intention-
ally not cast into a modified die to produce tensile test
specimens to JIS 8B classification, but were instead cast
in a standard circular 8 mm diameter die VUCC wire
configuration, to best capture the typical occurrence of
the casting defects produced. The samples were as-cast
and were cut off into sections per sample cast, for test
gauge lengths of 10 cm. The strain rate for the tests was
a constant 5 9 10–3 s�1. The tensile fracture break
modes were analyzed by sampling the section of the
break using a MTI corporation STX-202A wire dia-
mond saw and imaging under a (Spectrographic,
NMM-800RF) optical microscope. For analysis of
surface defects, optical images were obtained of the
rod prior to tensile analysis and the image for setting c
was enhanced using ImageJ software by applying a
variance filter. For analysis of pores, a CT scanner
(XTEK XT H 225ST) was used on a sample prior to

stress–strain analysis. For rod cross-sectional analysis
under the microscope, sample preparation included
grinding, polishing, and chemical etching was performed
to conditions outlined within.[27]

For simulation validation, the convection heat trans-
fer coefficient (hc) (W/m2K) was evaluated from the
center of the die to across the die wall (not to be
confused with convective heat transfer coefficient which
is evaluated over a smaller finite boundary) given by:

hc ¼ qh=ðTs � TrefÞ ½1�

where qh is the heat flux, Ts is the temperature of the
graphite die wall, and Tref is the temperature of the
liquid medium in the middle of the die.[28] The values
were then compared with literature values.

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Measured Physical Properties

The nominal stress–strain curves are highlighted in
Figures 3(a), (b), for as-cast VUCC OFCu for two of
the casting speed settings, c and a, which are settings
showing no defects and with defects, respectively. For
setting c, the curve displayed typical behavior for VUCC
8 mm OFCu, which was a ductile sample indicated by
the reduction in stress prior to fracture point, and
produced an average ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of
160 ± 21 MPa and fracture point of 33 ± 3 pct, which
were within the minimum industrial standard for elec-
trical pure copper casting (155 MPa and 35 pct, for JIS
H 5120 CAC102).[29] The results also matched proper-
ties for upwards cast OFCu in.[30]

Fig. 1—(a) M2-D Simulation schematic of (b) casting setup.
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Without the presence of defects, setting c, the UTS
along with the fracture point increased. For all settings
containing defects, the UTS and the fracture point were
less, as highlighted in c). For all plots of stress–strain
curves including samples b and d, see supplemental
Figure S2.

To characterize the influence of defects on the tensile
breaks, the fractographs (break sites) were investigated
as highlighted in Figures 4(a) through (d), which
showed optical images of the four different types of
breaks witnessed across all samples and settings. These
were divided as (a) defect-free ductile breaks, and (b)
through (d) defect-containing breaks. In (a), a standard
ductile break occurred characterized by necking and
plastic deformation which was expected behavior for a
defect-free Cu tensile test.[30] This was witnessed solely
within setting c, see e), which was as expected owing to
the lack of witnessed defects in the cast rod, see
Figure 2.

In (b), a brittle fracture mode was witnessed charac-
terized by low necking or plastic deformation, and a
rapid crack propagation at a normal to the axis of
testing.[31] This break was attributed to pulse mark-in-
duced defects (see Figure 5), with the crack propagating
initially along the outer edge of the rod along the grain
boundaries and so was referred to here as an edge-crack
break. This was highlighted by two grain patterns:
columnar grains orientated centrally to rod axis and a
central equiaxed (randomly oriented) region. The edge
region corresponded to a fatigue pre-crack which is
typically induced in tensile testing;[32] however, it was
caused here due to cracking formed during casting, see
Section III–B, and the center region corresponded to
mechanical fracture. This break type was witnessed
within two settings (a and b) with more details of its
occurrence discussed in Section III–B.

Fig. 2—(a) to (d), casting speed settings a to d, respectively. (e) Details of the casting motions.
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(c) and (d) highlighted macroscale pores which had
occurred within the samples (discussed in greater detail
in Section III–C) and were divided into small (diameters
less than the radius of the rod, 4 mm) and large sizes
(pores of diameters greater than the radius of the rods,

4 mm), respectively. These breakages showed some
necking indicating plastic deformation prior to break-
age, however, not to the same degree as the standard
ductile break, (a). These pore breaks were witnessed in
all samples other than setting c. The outer shells of the

Fig. 3—Nominal stress–strain data of OFCu cast samples. (a), (b) stress–strain curves and (c) tabulated results.

Fig. 4—(a) to (d) optical images of tensile break locations, scale bars 2 mm. (e) summary of fractographs.
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rods after breaking were characterized by a texturing
indicating large-grain deformation within the cast piece
on tensile testing, which is typical for VUCC OFCu.[30]

A summary of the breakages is given in (e) which
showed that other than setting c, all settings were
comprised of defect-induced breaks related to edge
cracks and porosity.

B. Pulse Mark Defects in Response to Casting Motion

Optical images of the outside of the cast rods are
shown in Figure 5 and they highlighted speed settings a,
b & d. Crack defects in the samples ran tangential to the
withdrawal direction along the outer edge and the
distance between cracks differed as shown by the
arrows. Setting c showed no cracks but pulse marks
were apparent on its surface highlighted by arrows and
an enhanced image (variance filtered) of setting c
inserted for clarity.

The relationship for pulse mark separation distance
(its pitch or pulse length, x) was confirmed from
measurements in steel CC in[4] as:

x ¼ 2p:vcast
x

½2�

where vcast is the average velocity upwards (m/s) and x
is the angular frequency (rad/s) given by 2p/t, where t
is the total pulse duration. This simplifies to:

x ¼ vcastt ½3�
Using Eq. [2], the pitch was estimated, and the

average pitch length was evaluated from measurements,
see Figure 6(a). Figure 6(b) shows a plot of measured
pitch against estimated values which showed a strong
linear correlation (R2: 0.9994), for the different settings.

The measured pitch length was plotted against the
upwards stroke length in (c) and also showed a linear
relationship which highlighted shorter stroke lengths
produced smaller pitch values; however, for the

inclusion of pushback motions, this behavior was not
consistent, where setting a (80.9 kg/h, pulsed) showed a
greater pitch than setting b (81.2 kg/h, double push-
back), 19 ± 0.4 mm and 18 ± 0.6 mm, respectively.
This was likely due to remelt occurring during the
pushback motions, reducing the length of the pulse
despite the same forward stroke motion applied for each
setting (18.5 mm). This indicated that equation[2] was a
better approximation for pitch than stroke length as
indicated in plot (b) and thus provided a greater insight
into cast quality prior to casting.
The pulse marks generated significant depressions for

settings a and b and from these, the average depth and
width of the depressions were evaluated from optical
and CT measurements (see supplemental Figure S3 for
cross-sectional images), and the results are summarized
in d). Depressions could not be observed for settings c.
The depressions in settings a and b displayed a shallow
V-shape which is typically susceptible to cracking due to
acting as stress risers.[33] The depth of the edge depres-
sions was measured for settings a, b, and d. When
comparing the same stroke lengths, (18.5 mm, settings a
and b), with the inclusion of pushback motions (setting
b), the depression depth reduced considerably by ~ 80
pct (1.4 mm to 0.28 mm) possibly due to the remelting
of the SF.[33] This trend was also noted in CC steel
literature[34] and in the authors’ previous CC copper
work.[10] The smallest depression depth, however, was
observed for setting d at 0.04 ± 0.007 mm. This setting
showed a smaller pitch length (0.008 ± 0.0006 m) than
settings a or b, which indicated a proportional relation-
ship between depression depth and pitch length, as also
observed in steel CC literature.[34–36] This relationship
was attributed to an increase in the forces exerted and to
the bending moment of the solidifying shell for longer
stroke lengths resulting in greater pulse mark depths. A
small reduction in the depression width was observed on
the application of pushback motion and pitch length
reduction.

Fig. 5—Contrast enhanced, optical images of 8 mm diameter cast rods with 4 mm scale bars. Variance filtered image included alongside c.
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The occurrence of the edge-crack breaks reported in
Figure 4(e) was only noted for settings a and b which
coincided with the observation of large pulse mark
depressions (beyond 0.04 mm depth), further highlight-
ing their correlation, and indicating that the depressions
initiated breaking under tensile load.

The rod breakages highlighted in Figure 4(e) revealed
the presence of defects within the rod. These defects
were proportional to the pitch length where the shortest
pitch coincided with defect-free casting, setting c. For
pitch lengths between 4 and 19 mm (settings c, d, a, and
b), the numbers of ductile defect-free breaks observed
during tensile testing reduced to zero, which indicated
that the mechanism for defect formation was influenced
and increased for increasing pitch lengths. For setting d,
the pitch length was 8 ± 0.6 mm and showed defects in
the form of porosity (77 pct of breaks) and ductile
breaks (33 pct); however, edge-crack breaks were lack-
ing, as identified in Figure 4(b). This behavior indicated
that for longer pitch lengths, defects occurred first in the
form of porosity and then with edge-crack breakages.
Further investigation of the influence of porosity was
discussed in Section III–C.

C. Porosity Defects in Response to Casting Motion

The occurrence of porosity was measured from
cross-sectioning of cast samples as highlighted by optical
images of setting a in Figure 7. This setting showed the
greatest occurrence of edge-crack breakages, of both
small (pore diameters less than the radius of the rod,
4 mm) and large porosity (pores of diameters greater
than the radius of the rods, 4 mm), see Figure 4. As
highlighted in (a), pores of average size 0.067 ± 0.003
mm3 (measured by CT see Figure 9) were present
occurring as tear-shaped pores, which were characterized
by a larger head and short narrow tail. In this image, the
tail was oriented vertically upward along the direction of
withdrawal motion. Tear-shaped or ellipsoid pores can
form due to strain deformations occurring after solid-
ification of spherical pores, due to the forces transmitted
to the solidifying material by the pinchers or rollers
when withdrawing the metal piece, as noted in steel CC
rolling literature.[37] The magnitude and orientation of
this deformation relates to the forces applied, so this
effect could contribute to the tear-shaped features

Fig. 6—(a) Measurements and estimation of pitch. (b) and (c) plots of measured pitch against estimated pitch and stroke length, respectively. (d)
measurements of depression size.
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witnessed here; however, the distribution of heat within
hotspots may also influence their orientation as dis-
cussed in Section III–D.

A region was highlighted in (b) and (c) showing the
location of a large-scale pore of size approximately
170 ± 1 mm3 estimated from the optical image, from
the inside and outside of the rod, respectively. Here, the
large pore displayed a droplet appearance although with
a tail pointing away from the cast direction. The outer
edge revealed a hole on the side of the rod with a crack
propagating horizontally across its cross section. The
crack was likely an edge crack and the hole formed due
to a rupturing of the thin shell of the solidifying rod as it
was withdrawn from the casting rig. The three images
highlighted the influence of the three noted defects
influencing rod breakages: edge cracks, and small and
large pores; however, the occurrence of the depressions
here also coincided with the appearance of the
large-pore cavity, which indicated that the mechanisms
behind the two defects’ formation were related.

The porosity formed within had spherical/ellipsoid
structures with some uniformity and regular shape. This
type of porosity is observed in pure metal casting such as
OFCu and with Cu-Cr alloys due to volume shrinkage
and insufficient liquid metal replenishment,[29,38] with
this affect discussed in more details in Section III–D.
For a comparison with a defect-free rod, CT images of
setting c are shown in supplemental Figure S5 and
highlighted a dense uniform structure and a grain
structure typical for OFCu: equiaxed smaller grains at
the outer edge with larger columnar grains oriented
toward the center axis.[1]

Further analysis of the pore’s position and form was
obtained by CT scans of rods which had not been
altered in any form after casting (stress tested or
chemically etched), for all speed settings. The CT images
for all settings were given within the supplemental,
Figure S5 & S6.Optical and CT images of the two types
of pores observed, large and small, are highlighted in
Figure 8. Within a) are the images of setting d, which
displayed a moderate occurrence of porosity and
showed an optical image alongside a CT scan at
equivalent location. A rupture was highlighted on the
outer edge of the rod and inside, at the same location, by
a large-pore cavity of size 26 ± 1 mm3 (estimated from
CT image). The arrow annotation on the CT image
highlighted where the rupture occurred and showed how
the large pore’s shape was oriented toward this location.
The large-pore features showed similarity to surface
blowhole defects, which are characterized by spherical
porosity occurring close to the surface of a casting.[39]

Highlighted in (b) was setting a, which yielded the
most cast defects and showed the presence of small
pores which occurred periodically and internally along
the center axis of the rod. The pores were droplet-like in
appearance and positioned center to the vertical axis,
like the cross-sectional images within Figure 7. They
showed similarity to centerline porosity induced due to
shrinkage and a lack of liquid metal replenishment,[39]

however, additionally displayed periodicity. Their tails
oriented in differing directions within the rod between
casting pulses which highlighted a change in direction
between casting cycles. The pulse mark depressions are
shown within the image and highlighted its pitch length
(0.019 ± 0.0004 m). To investigate the shape of the
pores, further 3-D images of the pores from micro-CT

Fig. 7—Optical images of etched 8 mm diameter OFCu rod for setting a (80.9 kg/h). (a) Small pore inside rod vertical cross section. (b) Edge
crack on outside of rod surface. (c) Large-pore cavity inside rod vertical cross section.
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scans were obtained, see supplemental Figure S6. These
CT results also indicated a change in orientation of the
pore’s tails along the axis of casting (y axis) as they were
generated during the casting cycle. The tail orientation
appeared to flip showing a moderate correlation to the
casting period for the casting settings investigated.
Simulations within Section III–D were performed to
investigate this effect.

The small pore size (mm3) and separation distance (m)
were measured from the CT scans of small pores, see
supplemental Figure S6, for the different settings (a, b &
d, omitting c due to no macroporosity). The results are
summarized in Figure 9(a). The small pore sizes were
within the range of 0.067 to 1.4 mm3. In (b) and (c), the
measured pitch lengths were compared with the small
pore’s separation distance in the y axis (casting orien-
tation, see Figure 8) and pore volume, respectively.
They showed strong and moderate positive correlations
at R2 0.9923 and 0.8971, accordingly, indicating that
smaller pitch lengths resulted in smaller distances
between pores and smaller volumes. In (d) and (e), the
pitch was compared with the rod’s physical properties of
UTS and fracture length, which showed inverse moder-
ate and strong correlations at R2 0.7559 and 0.9465,
respectively, indicating that smaller pitch lengths
resulted in improved physical properties. The error bars
were the standard deviation and so reflected the variance
occurring between tested samples. The random presence
of the large pores produced within the rods likely
contributed to larger variances observed.

In summary, these important results highlighted that
the mechanism for small-pore formation was linked to
the casting motions occurring during the withdrawal of
the rod and that the physical properties of the rod were
related to the pitch length, where for this casting setup,
pitch lengths around 4 mm (setting c) yielded no
porosity or casting issues.
The occurrence of the small pores and large-pore

cavities can be attributed to subsurface and surface blow
holes, respectively, which are associated with a smooth
interiors and pore diameters within the mm range, as
highlighted in Figure 7.[39,40] This cavity formation is
associated with gas bubble formation which occurs
when the local gas pressure exceeds the local metallo-
static head of the liquid, leading to a bubble being blown
into the liquid melt.[39] A possible location for the gas
bubble introduction within the casting die could be from
the 100 lm air gap formed on solidification shrinkage of
the rod,[1] which resides between the thin solidified shell
of the cast piece and the graphite die, see Figure 1.
Porosity can also be due to gas entrainment from the
melt caused by hydrogen combination with oxygen to
form steam;[41] however, all casting trials were per-
formed on the same equipment which applied oxy-
gen-scavenging graphite as the dies and crucible, thus
minimizing the occurrence of porosity by steam. The
introduction of air into the melt can also occur within
the crucible, causing a systematic defect in the solidify-
ing rod; however, all the casting trails were performed

Fig. 8—Optical and CT images. (a) and (b) large- and small-pore features, respectively.
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sequentially on the same day and the porosity disap-
pearance for setting c indicates that this systematic
defect was not present.

The disappearance and change in appearance of the
pores in response to the casting motions indicates that
their formation was more likely influenced by solidifi-
cation shrinkage mechanisms and physical deformations
induced due to the casting motions rather than contam-
ination effects.

D. Simulated Solidification Front

A simulation model was constructed built on previous
work by the authors[1] and verified in terms of mesh
refinement and time step, and the outputs validated
against measured die temperature values, see supplemen-
tal Figure S1. With this model, see Figure 1, simulations
of the casting were performed of speed settings a through
d, see Figure 2. The simulations were run until it reached
equilibrium, defined here as a consistent output of liquid
metal between the start and end of the casting cycle (the
pulse duration defined within Figure 2).

The simulated SF for casting setting a (upward and
dwell motions and showed the most defects) was
highlighted within Figure 10 and showed from dark to
light shades, liquid and solidified volume fractions of
OFCu, respectively. As OFCu is a metal element rather
than alloy, it displays a short-freezing range with little
mushy zone; therefore, a discreet boundary forms
between solid and liquid phases—its solidification front
(SF). The region highlighted is a 2-D cross section of the
8 mm diameter Cu cast piece which is surrounded by a
2 mm thick graphite die walls, which do not have an
allocated color in the diagram. SF was highlighted by a
thin boundary between the liquid and solid phases of the
OFCu (thickness added to SF postprocessing to high-
light boundary), and timelapse images of the SF
motions were shown within the 8 mm die at a location
around the onset of solidification (at the supercooled
within the casting setup, see Figure 1).
In a), a timelapse of the evolution of the SF over the

duration 0 to 0.734 s was shown which was two casting
pulse cycles of size 0.369 s. The SF was characterized by
two features: localized isolated liquid droplets and a

Fig. 9—(a) Summary of pore measurements. For different casting speeds, measured rod pitch length in response to measured small-pore (b)
separation distance and (c) volume, and measured rod physical properties of (d) UTS and (e) fracture length.
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large fluid cavity with a vertically upward orientation.
The localized liquid droplets correlate to isolated
hotspots which differed in position within the die, and
appearance within the casting pulse cycle (the start and
end, etc.). The SF appeared pointed upward owing to
the direction of casting (upward) which is representative
of VUCC OFCu.[1] As the rod was withdrawn by
upward motions, liquid Cu and heat were transported
into the die from the crucible, as indicated by the dark
shades and the 26 �C increase in average die tempera-
ture at 0.070 s. As the different casting motions were
applied, the SF changed shape as well as height within
the die. At the end of the upward motions, around
0.070 s and 0.440 s, the fluid volume within the die was
at its greatest and its position the furthest up the die at
93 mm measured from the start of solidification at the
edge of the die.

During the dwell cycle, starting after 0.070 s, the fluid
volume decreased due to the transport of heat out of the
die and the lack of further metal replenishment from the
crucible. At this time around 0.234 s, the average die
temperature reduced by 13 �C and the SF reduced in
terms of length and breadth. At the end of the SF, a
localized hotspot formed which broke away from the

main body of the retreating SF. This hotspot displayed a
tear-shaped appearance with a tail pointed toward the
retreating SF. Lower down within the die, a larger
hotspot region was formed characterized by necking
forming along the SF, which by 0.369 s broke away as
the necking reduced in width, and formed its own
tear-shaped hotspot. This hotspot was present at the
start of the next casting cycle as shown at 0 s, 0.369 s,
and 0.734 s. The orientation of this hotspot’s tail was
upward owing to the collapse of the neck of the
retreating SF.
For this speed setting, isolated tear-shaped hotspots

were generated with tails pointing in differing orienta-
tions, owing to the collapse of the necking regions
within the SF at different times within the casting pulse
and at different locations. To overcome the presence of
the hotspots occurring at the beginning of the casting
cycle, longer dwell times could be applied to allow for
their dispersion by heat transport out of the die.
In (b), an output of the total liquid volume of OFCu

within the 220 mm by 8 mm diameter die, which gave
the total fluid volume measured within the die over the
casting period and an indication of the rise in localized
heat within the die, is shown. An increase in the volume

Fig. 10—(a) Time evolution of simulated solidification front for casting setting a, with inserts of the time period and average die temperature. (b)
Plot of the simulated total fluid within the die over time.
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of liquid metal which corresponded to the upward
withdrawal motions was shown, followed by a reduction
around 0.070 s due to the dwell motion. The cycle then
repeated around 0.369 s for the next series of casting
motions. The change in fluid over the period (the
difference between the maximum and minimum fluid
volume values—its range) was 0.9268 mL. This value
indicated the total increase in the size of the liquid
volume within the die during the casting pulse.

Highlighted within Figure 11 is the solidification mass
fraction for setting c (containing upwards, pushback
and dwell motions, and which produced no defects).
Within (a) are timelapse images over the duration from
0 to 0.156 s, which was two casting pulse cycles of size
0.078 s, see Figure 1.

At 0 second, the SF shape showed a wide base
followed by necking and lastly a larger spherical lobe.
The upward motions caused the SF within the die to
rise, and the magnitude of the upwards motions
(110 mm/s) led to the spherical region breaking away
from the SF as an isolated hotspot. This continued to
rise in the die and to dissipate as it traveled upward. At
the same time, the SF lower down continued to rise in

the die with a new spherical lobe forming at the end, as
highlighted around 0.019 second. At this time, the
isolated hotspot reached a maximum height of around
87 mm and was comparable to previously simulated
lengths for that setting (~ 81 mm[1]) with differences due
to the increased accuracy of the current work due to the
smaller time step sizes (courant number 0.7, see supple-
mental section A4). The isolated hotspot formed a tear
shape with a tail pointing downward away from casting
orientation and toward the SF. This was observed
around the application of the withdrawal motion and
was highlighted at 0.019 and 0.103 second, which were
locations showing SF maximum heights within the die.
Around 0.054 second, the subsequent application of
pushback and dwell caused the SF to no longer rise
within the die and to dissipate, as shown by a slight
reduction in height and width up to the start of the next
pulse cycle, around 0.078 second, where the behavior
repeated.
The total liquid volume of OFCu was outputted as

shown within (b). This indicated a rise in liquid metal
corresponding to the upwards withdrawal motions
followed by a reduction around 0.054 second due to

Fig. 11—(a) Simulation of SF within the casting die for setting c (upwards, dwell and pushback motions) for different times, with time step and
average die temperatures annotated. (b) Plot of the change in total fluid volume within the die over two casting pulses.
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the dwell and pushback motions. The cycle then
repeated around 0.078 second for the next series of
casting motions. The total average fluid within the die
was 4.3 ± 0.1 mL and the change in fluid over the
period (its range) was 0.0957 mL. This change in fluid
indicated an increase in size of the volume for the
casting motions applied, which was approximately nine
times smaller than for setting a (showing the most
defects) and was caused due to the different casting
motions applied. The simulated SF for settings b and d
were highlighted within the supplemental in Figures S7
and S8, respectively, and showed similar behaviors in
response to the casting motions. No notable trend was
observed when comparing the simulated total average
fluid volumes for the different settings; however, linear
trends were observed for the change in fluid volume over
the pulse cycle. These trends were discussed subse-
quently in Figure 12.

The simulated SF was influenced by a variety of
factors which were controlled in the simulation by the
software-specific parameters and the heat transport
properties of the casting setting. The software-specific
parameters include the approximation for the dampen-
ing coefficient Amush occurring around the SF, the
applied heat model (RANS k-x SST), and the mesh and
time step optimizations. These parameters were opti-
mized within[24] and mesh optimized within supplemen-
tal section A3, to give the closest approximation to the
predicted SF behaviors for VUCC OFCu.

The casting settings influencing SF shape included the
speed settings, the Marangoni flow which occurred at
the liquid OFCu–graphite die interface, and the airgap
approximation occurring after solidification due to
shrinkage between the OFCu and graphite die. The
Marangoni flow and the air gap approximation applied
in this work were optimized in[1,24] and kept constant.

Highlighted within Figure 12(a) is a summary of the
outputted simulated values of the change in fluid volume
and the average convection heat transfer coefficient (hc)
measured from the die for the different speed settings.
The values showed no linear correlation with the
average casting speeds highlighting an independence
from the average upward casting motions. The hc was
output for each setting for simulation validation and
produced values between 4.28 9 104 W/m2K and
9.02 9 104 W/m2K for the different speeds, which were
comparable to previously simulated values by the
authors 9 9 104 W/m2K[1] and other OFCu simulated
literature values (0.955–1.896) 9 103 W/m2K[42] and
measured values for water-cooled copper (0.13 to
1.2) 9 104 W/m2K.[43] There was no discernible trend
of the average hc in response to the casting speeds
investigated.

The change in volume was compared with the casting
defect features: measured pitch lengths and measured
small-pore volumes, in (b) and (c), respectively. These
plots showed strong linear positive correlations with R2

values 0.9758 and 0.9465, respectively, indicating that
for the generation of smaller liquid volumes during
casting, small pitch lengths (associated with higher
quality casting see Section III–B) and smaller pores
were generated.

The simulated change in fluid volume provided an
approximation to the liquid volume and the isolated
hotspot volumes generated temporarily within the die
for each setting, as the rise in liquid metal was associated
with raises in temperature as highlighted within Fig-
ures 10 and 11. The correlation between liquid hotspots
and pore formation has been commonly
reported,[17,18,23] noting again shrinkage and a lack of
fluid feeding as the formation of porosity around the
isolated hotspot. The initiation of the pore growth is
typically reported to occur in regions where liquid flow
is resisted and/or isolated, which differs in form depen-
dent on the casting configurations and the speed settings
applied in its withdrawal. The tear drop-shaped hot-
spots observed within this work represented locations
where liquid flow was hindered. The initiation of
porosity there could occur first around the tail region
of the hotspot, as at the tail regions, these were the first
to dissipate and solidify as shown in the simulation (see
Figure 11). As such, the overall shape of the porosity
could also mimic the shape of the hotspots or contribute
to an asymmetry of the pore as witnessed within the CT
images shown in Figure 8.
The simulated fluid volume was larger than the

measured small-pore sizes. This was in line with other
modeling research,[17] where simulated hotspot was
approximately five times greater than the total porosity
produced in response to the solidifying spot; however,
these values were produced due to alterations to
simulation parameters to match CT image data, rather
than being driven from first principals, and their setup
was for a long-freezing range alloy rather than the
short-freezing range metal within the current work,
which has a different porosity formation mechanism
owing to mushy zone movement.
The formation of the large pores were not witnessed

periodically and for all casting speeds, however, the
change in fluid volume simulated did correlate to the size
of the large pore, where for settings d and a, large-pore
volumes of 26 ± 1 mm3 and 170 ± 1 mm3 were wit-
nessed for simulated liquid volumes of 249.0 mm3 and
926.8 mm3, respectively.
The simulated change in fluid volume was compared

with the physical properties of the rod, its UTS, and the
fracture length in Figures 12(d) and (e), respectively.
The UTS and fracture lengths showed a moderate and
strong inverse correlation at R2: 0.7582, and R2: 0.9854,
respectively. Both showed inverse linear relationships
indicating that for the generation of larger volumes of
liquid within the die (greater than 0.0957 mL), the rod’s
strength and fracture length decreased owing to the
formation of porosity and edge cracks.

E. Discussion on Casting Speeds Settings

The three different casting motions, withdrawal,
pushback, and dwell, applied within this work and their
influence on VUCC OFCu are summarized in Table I
along with findings from other CC literature. Significant
studies report on the formation of pulse marks on the
cast piece due to intermittent motions applied when
casting and note relationships between the depths of
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these pulses and the formation of crack defects. Changes
to the casting motions by reductions to the withdrawal
length (stroke) are reported to reduce these fea-
tures[2,34–36] as also witnessed in the current study.
When selecting a stroke length, minimizing this value
along with the total pulse duration led to defect-free
casting (setting c) which was summarized by one value
given as the pitch length (Eq. [2]). This contributed
toward improved physical properties which are essential
for the subsequent rolling or drawing operations per-
formed after casting.

To achieve more rapid speeds and higher through-
puts, it is noted that the application of dwell and
pushback motions are required, as they contribute to
increased solidified shell strengths[8,44] and a reduction in
unwanted sticking of the cast piece to the inner die

walls.[44,45] The current work highlighted the formation
of internal microporosity defects for slower speeds
(where slower speeds are typically associated with better
casting quality[11,12]), despite the additional inclusions of
dwell and pushback motions. A relationship to the
formation of hotspots and porosity was noted, which
were generated within the die due to the complex
interplay of the casting motions.
When choosing the motions to maximize the average

throughput of OFCu, a trade-off occurred between the
magnitude of the withdrawal and dwell motions. When
the withdrawal motions were increased, it additionally
increased the speed; however, at the expense of greater
die-heat, whereas increased dwell times allowed for
greater heat dissipation but at the expense of average
casting speeds. The pushback motions additionally

Fig. 12—(a) summary of simulated properties. Comparison of simulated change in fluid volume against measured (b) pitch length, (c) small-pore
volume, (d) UTS and (e) fracture length.
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helped to counter this effect by rapidly reducing the
formation of heat within the die, allowing for shorter
dwell durations and more rapid withdrawal motions
(setting c). The inclusion of pushback also simultane-
ously reduced the occurrence of exterior casting defects
by minimizing the pitch lengths for that setting.

The optimal combination of motions reduced the
external and internal defects, while enabling access to
more rapid casting throughputs.

IV. CONCLUSION

OFCu rods were VUCC cast at different speeds which
comprised of different combinations of casting motions,
withdrawal, dwell, and pushback. It was noted that two
common defects occurred in the rod independent of the
average withdrawal rate, porosity, and pulse marks. The
physical properties of the rods were measured from
stress–strain tests and the occurrence of four different
fracture types was identified whose origins were
attributed to standard, defect-free ductile breaks; edge-
crack breaks influenced by the exterior pulse mark
defects; and small and large-pore breaks, influenced by
porosity. The exterior pulse marks were identified and
their negative influence on casting was minimized by
reducing the stroke length and the casting pulse dura-
tion, which were summarized by the single output in the
pitch length equation. With this, casting defects were
minimized for shorter pitch lengths and their occurrence
could be estimated for this configuration prior to
casting.

The internal macroporosity was evaluated from CT
and optical images and highlighted small periodic
centerline porosity, and large pores which did not show
periodicity and were oriented toward ruptures on the
surface. The small pores were tear-shaped in appearance
and were associated with the formation of the small-
pore breaks and the large pore with the large-pore
breakages. A linear correlation was identified between

the physical size of the pores and the cast pitch length
and an inverse correlation with the cast physical
properties (UTS and fracture length).
Further analysis of the defects were made by model-

ing the heat transported within the die from 2-D, CFD
simulations for the different speeds. The simulations
revealed a periodic variation to the liquid metal present
within the die, whose magnitude and shape correlated to
the casting motions. Isolated hotspot features which
showed a tear-shaped appearance were present and
indicated a potential relationship between the hotspot
shape and subsequent pore shape. Heat generated within
the die was reduced by combinations of the different
casting motions, which correlated with smaller pore
sizes in the final cast piece and fewer to no casting
defects.
The results highlighted that cast configuration could

be optimized by applying CFD modeling and using
equations to predict and minimize the pitch length,
which lead to reduced numbers of cast trials and saved
material use and costs.
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Table I. Summary of Casting Motions

Casting Motion Observed Effect

Withdrawal (Up-
wards)

generates pulse marks when combined with intermittent motions which are minimized by
reduction to withdrawal (stroke) length[2,34–36]

increases temperature and liquid volume within die[1,20] (Figs. 10 & 11)
Dwell (Motion
Pause)

causes pulse marks on outer die edge due to change in solidification conditions[2]

reduces sticking of cast piece to die[44,45]

causes relaxation of casting motions (Figs. 10 & 11)
enables heat transported out of the die and reduction to the liquid volume

within die (Fig. 10)
reduces size of hotspots (Fig. 10)

Pushback (Down-
wards)

reduces friction and sticking in some casting configurations[3]

maintains a more consistent solidified shell[8,44]

increases heat transported out of the die (Fig. 11)
reduces size of hotspots (Fig. 11)
causes reduction to pulse mark length and depth (Figs. 5 & 6)
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in any medium or format, as long as you give appro-
priate credit to the original author(s) and the source,
provide a link to the Creative Commons licence, and
indicate if changes were made. The images or other
third party material in this article are included in the
article’s Creative Commons licence, unless indicated
otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material is
not included in the article’s Creative Commons licence
and your intended use is not permitted by statutory
regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need
to obtain permission directly from the copyright hold-
er. To view a copy of this licence, visit http://creativec
ommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
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